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Inquiry into electric vehicle (EV) adoption in the ACT – Submission from G King 
 
 
Three main issues are barriers to me and others buying electric cars: 
 
1. Price: 
  
I will leave it to others to speak in detail about this.  
 
However, I make the point that the luxury car tax should not be applied to new electric 
vehicles: it would be better to swap it with (or add) a tax based on engine type & emissions.  
 
(On a side point, the ACT’s recent change to registration should be based on both engine 
type/emissions and distance travelled: the aim should be to discourage lots of daily travel by 
ICE vehicle, not penalise people (like me) who have an old ICE car but hardly drive it, except 
for country trips – see next two points.) 
 
2.  No spare wheel (or capacity to safely stow one and luggage): 
 
Most if not all EV cars currently in available in Australia do not carry or have available a full 
size spare wheel and space to safely stow it and carry luggage. This is a big issue, especially 
in the country, and is a major barrier to me buying an EV.  With more Australians holidaying 
in Australia and travelling by road since COVID-19 arrived, this problem may become more 
apparent as more people buy EVs.   
 
What makes this more frustrating is that many of the cars have extra storage under the flat 
boot floor (where spare wheels would have been stored in tha past) and some have storage 
in the front (a frunk) – but none of these are big enough for spare wheels of any sort. 
 
That EV cars seem to generally have much bigger wheels and tyres than equivalent ICE cars 
simply compounds the problem. 
 
A puncture repair kit does not fix a tyre that has blown out or a ripped side wall (which 
accounts for a third of the flat tyres I have had).  
 
Roadside assist is no good if you're outside 'service area' or have no mobile phone coverage. 
You do not have to be far outside Canberra for this to be the case. 
 
One EV car (Nissan Leaf) has a run-flat (‘Noddy’) wheel but it is in a cage underneath but not 
big enough to take the wheel it replaces - it has to go in the boot, where it takes up so much 
space there's no room for a medium/large suitcase, wheel chair, walker, stroller, esky 
etc…so is not really practical for long trips with passengers and luggage. Tesla Y has enough 
room in the boot and may be able to stow a spare wheel safely in the boot (I have yet to 
check whether the anchor points and straps available would stop it becoming a projectile in 
case of sudden braking or a crash…but it, like most EVs has a high boot space. 
 



Even if a spare could be safely stowed, it would have to be matched as best as possible from 
other wheel brands because, with the exception of the Leaf,  the EV makers do not make 
available a spare wheel of any type. 
 
I am aware that the most cars these days do not have spare wheels (to save weight and 
space) – but at least with ICE cars there are some that do. With the exception of the Leaf, 
EVs, on the other hand, do not.  
 
3. Insufficient luggage space and configuration: 
 
Boots tend to be insufficient in size and configuration to be able to stow a couple of 
medium/large suitcases, wheel chair, walker, stroller, and esky etc – which is what families, 
groups of adults need, especially if the group includes children, people who are old or have 
disabilities…and Australia’s population is ageing.  
 
Vertical stowage of wheelchairs for easy access while leaving other luggage in the boot of an 
EV car seems impossible. 
 
Furthermore, the luggage areas tend to have high boot floors and/or narrow boot openings 
– which can make putting wheelchairs and heavy luggage in or out difficult. 
 
 
Can this Inquiry make a difference? 
 
In regard to issues 2 and 3 above, I have been told by someone in the industry that the main 
problem is that the EV industry is young and the cars are built for Europe because that is 
where most of the sales are currently, so (apart from 4-door utes) countries like Australia 
cannot influence the market. I note, though, that the issues I raise I points 2 and 3 apply to 
North America and most of the rest of the world (where roads may be much worse). 




